Scoring Matrix: CCCE Community Education & Workforce Grant Program

Education & Awareness
Criteria
#

Criteria

3 Points

2 Points

1 Point

0 Points

1

Problem Scope:
How well does the proposal align with
CCCE’s Strategic Plan, energy programs,
and enable change by stimulating
electrification of buildings, homes, and
transportation? Does the proposal
support existing CCCE Energy Programs?

If successful, the proposal would
strongly align with CCCE's
Strategic Plan, energy programs,
and enable change. It would also
strongly support existing or
planned CCCE Energy Programs.

If successful, the proposal
would mostly align with
CCCE's Strategic Plan, energy
programs, and enable change.

If successful, the proposal would
somewhat align with CCCE's
Strategic Plan, energy programs,
and enable change.

The proposal does align with
CCCE's Strategic Plan, energy
programs, and enable
change.

2

Project Reach:
How many people within the CCCE service
area will the proposal directly educate
that will directly or indirectly support
existing or future CCCE Energy Programs?

The number of people served
ranks above the 66th percentile
of applications received in its
subject area.

The number of people served
ranks in the 33rd to 66th
percentile of applications
received in its subject area.

The number of people served
ranks below the 33rd percentile
of applications received in its
subject area.

Proposal does not seek to
conduct education or
outreach.

3

Project Goals and Objectives
Does the proposal outlay specific,
measurable, achievable, relevant, and
time-bound goals?

The proposal is thoroughly
defined with specific,
measurable, achievable,
relevant, and time-bound goals.

The proposal is defined with
relevant goals and objectives
that may or may not be
achievable within the
proposal timeline.

The discussion of proposal goals
and objectives is incomplete.
There is little explanation of how
proposal objectives will be
achieved.

Applicant does not discuss
project goals and objectives
are not included. There is no
explanation of how proposal
objectives will be achieved.

4

Project Equity:
Does the proposal reach and serve
underserved communities such as Tribal
lands, "at-promise" youth, workers whose
jobs are at risk from electrification, and/or
communities that are disproportionately
burdened by multiple sources of
pollution per the CalEnviroScreen 4.0?

Proposal outlines a well
developed plan for reaching nonenglish speaking and/or
underserved communities.

Proposal mentiones serving nonProposal outlines a plan for
english speaking and/or
reaching non-english speaking
underserved communities but
and/or underserved
does not offer any plan for
communities.
achieving this.

Proposal does not mention
serving non-english speaking
and/or underserved
communities.

5

Project Feasibility:
Does the proposal/applicant:
1. Offer a well developed evaluation plan,
schedule, and budget; and,
2. Experience with similar projects and
budget?

Proposal outlines an above
Proposal outlines a clear and wellaverage project evaluation,
planned project evaluation,
schedule and budget and
schedule and budget and
relevant expereince that
relevant expereince that inspires
inspires confidence in
confidence in accomplishing the
accomplishing the proposal
proposal goals.
goals.

Note: CCCE reserved the right to modify this scoring matrix at anytime.

Proposal outlines an averge
project evaluation, schedule and
budget and relevant expereince
that inspires confidence in
accomplishing the proposal
goals.

Proposal fails to successfully
outline project evaluation,
schedule and budget and
relevant expereince that
inspires confidence in
accomplishing the proposal
goals.

Score

Scoring Matrix: CCCE Community Education & Workforce Grant Program

Workforce Training & Development
Criteria
#

Criteria

3 Points

2 Points

1 Point

0 Points

1

Problem Scope:
How well does the proposal align with
CCCE’s Strategic Plan, energy programs,
and enable change by stimulating
electrification of buildings, homes, and
transportation? Does the proposal
support existing CCCE Energy Programs?

If successful, the proposal would
strongly align with CCCE's
Strategic Plan, energy programs,
and enable change.

If successful, the proposal
would mostly align with
CCCE's Strategic Plan, energy
programs, and enable change.

If successful, the proposal would
somewhat align with CCCE's
Strategic Plan, energy programs,
and enable change.

The proposal does align with
CCCE's Strategic Plan, energy
programs, and enable
change.

2

Project Reach:
How many people will receive workforce
development training to support
widespread electrification throughout the
CCCE service area?

The number of people served
ranks above the 66th percentile
of applications received in its
subject area.

The number of people served
ranks in the 33rd to 66th
percentile of applications
received in its subject area.

The number of people served
ranks below the 33rd percentile
of applications received in its
subject area.

Proposal does not seek to
conduct education or
outreach.

3

Project Goals and Objectives
Does the proposal outlay specific,
measurable, achievable, relevant, and
time-bound goals?

The proposal is defined with
The proposal is thoroughly
relevant goals and objectives
defined with specific,
that may or may not be
measurable, achievable, relevant,
achievable within the proposal
and time-bound goals.
timeline.

The discussion of proposal goals
and objectives is incomplete.
There is little explanation of how
proposal objectives will be
achieved.

Applicant does not discuss
project goals and objectives
are not included. There is no
explanation of how proposal
objectives will be achieved.

4

Project Equity:
Does the proposal reach and serve
underserved communities such as Tribal
lands, "at-promise" youth, workers whose
jobs are at risk from electrification, and/or
communities that are disproportionately
burdened by multiple sources of
pollution per the CalEnviroScreen 4.0?

Proposal outlines a well
developed plan for reaching nonenglish speaking and/or
underserved communities.

Proposal mentiones serving nonProposal outlines a plan for
english speaking and/or
reaching non-english speaking
underserved communities but
and/or underserved
does not offer any plan for
communities.
achieving this.

Proposal does not mention
serving non-english speaking
and/or underserved
communities.

5

Project Feasibility:
Does the proposal/applicant:
1. Offer a well developed evaluation plan,
schedule, and budget; and,
2. Experience with similar projects and
budget?

Proposal outlines an above
Proposal outlines a clear and wellaverage project evaluation,
planned project evaluation,
schedule and budget and
schedule and budget and
relevant expereince that
relevant expereince that inspires
inspires confidence in
confidence in accomplishing the
accomplishing the proposal
proposal goals.
goals.

Note: CCCE reserved the right to modify this scoring matrix at anytime.

Proposal outlines an averge
project evaluation, schedule and
budget and relevant expereince
that inspires confidence in
accomplishing the proposal
goals.

Proposal fails to successfully
outline project evaluation,
schedule and budget and
relevant expereince that
inspires confidence in
accomplishing the proposal
goals.

Score

Scoring Matrix: CCCE Member Agency Planning, Implementation, & Innovation Grant Program

Planning & Implementation
Criteria
#

1

2

3

4

Criteria

1 Point

0 Points

If successful, the proposal would
somewhat advance electrification
of member
agency municipal operations or
community services

The proposal would not
advance electrification of
member
agency municipal operations
or community services

The proposal is defined with
The proposal is thoroughly
relevant goals and objectives
Project Goals and Objectives:
defined with specific,
that may or may not be
Does the proposal outlay specific, measurable,
measurable, achievable, relevant,
achievable within the proposal
achievable, and relevant goals and time-bound goals?
and time-bound goals.
timeline.
Project Equity:
Does the proposal reach and serve underserved
Proposal outlines a well
Proposal outlines a plan for
communities such as Tribal lands, "at-promise" youth,
developed plan for reaching non- reaching non-english speaking
workers whose jobs are at risk from electrification,
english speaking and/or
and/or underserved
and/or communities that are disproportionately
underserved communities.
communities.
burdened by multiple sources of
pollution per the CalEnviroScreen 4.0?

The discussion of proposal goals
and objectives is incomplete.
There is little explanation of how
proposal objectives will be
achieved.

Applicant does not discuss
project goals and objectives
are not included. There is no
explanation of how proposal
objectives will be achieved.

Proposal mentiones serving nonenglish speaking and/or
underserved communities but
does not offer any plan for
achieving this.

Proposal does not mention
serving non-english speaking
and/or underserved
communities.

Project Feasibility:
Does the proposal offer a well-developed deliverybased
timeline, evaluation plan, and budget that is likely to
achieve the envisioned
outcomes?

Proposal outlines a below
average project evaluation,
schedule and budget that
inspires confidence in
accomplishing the proposal
goals.

Proposal fails to successfully
outline project evaluation,
schedule and budget that
inspires confidence in
accomplishing the proposal
goals.

Problem Scope:
How well does the proposal advance electrification of
member
agency municipal operations or community services?

3 Points
If successful, the proposal would
strongly advance electrification of
member
agency municipal operations or
community services

2 Points
If successful, the proposal
would moderately advance
electrification of member
agency municipal operations
or community services

Proposal outlines an above
Proposal outlines a clear and wellaverage project evaluation,
planned project evaluation,
schedule and budget that
schedule and budget that inspires
inspires confidence in
confidence in accomplishing the
accomplishing the proposal
proposal goals.
goals.

Note: CCCE reserved the right to modify this scoring matrix at anytime.

Score

Scoring Matrix: CCCE Member Agency Planning, Implementation, & Innovation Grant Program

Innovation
Criteria
#

Criteria

3 Points

2 Points

1 Point

0 Points

1

If successful, the proposal would
If successful, the proposal would strongly
Problem Scope:
moderately advance innovative
advance innovative electrification or
How well does the proposal foster market transformation, demonstrate scalable and
electrification or energy-related
energy-related technology for
replicable solutions for electrification and/or energy-related technology? Does the
technology for member
agency municipal operations or community
proposal identify or demonstrate potential future CCCE energy program concepts?
agency municipal operations or
services
community services

2

Project Goals and Objectives:
Does the proposal outlay specific, measurable,
achievable, and relevant goals and time-bound goals?

3

Project Equity:
Does the proposal reach and serve underserved communities such as Tribal lands, "at- Proposal outlines a well developed plan for Proposal outlines a plan for reaching nonreaching non-english speaking and/or
english speaking and/or underserved
promise" youth, workers whose jobs are at risk from electrification, and/or
underserved communities.
communities.
communities that are disproportionately burdened by multiple sources of
pollution per the CalEnviroScreen 4.0?

Proposal mentiones serving non-english
speaking and/or underserved
communities but does not offer any plan
for achieving this.

Proposal does not mention serving
non-english speaking and/or
underserved communities.

4

Project Feasibility:
Does the proposal offer a well-developed delivery- based
timeline, evaluation plan, and budget that is likely to achieve the envisioned
outcomes?

Proposal outlines a below average project
evaluation, schedule and budget that
inspires confidence in accomplishing the
proposal goals.

Proposal fails to successfully outline
project evaluation, schedule and
budget that inspires confidence in
accomplishing the proposal goals.

Note: CCCE reserved the right to modify this scoring matrix at anytime.

The proposal is defined with relevant
The proposal is thoroughly defined with
goals and objectives that may or may not
specific, measurable, achievable, relevant,
be achievable within the proposal
and time-bound goals.
timeline.

Proposal outlines a clear and well-planned
project evaluation, schedule and budget
that inspires confidence in accomplishing
the proposal goals.

Proposal outlines an above average
project evaluation, schedule and budget
that inspires confidence in accomplishing
the proposal goals.

If successful, the proposal would
somewhat advance innovative
electrification or energy-related
technology for member agency municipal
operations or community services

The proposal would not advance
innovative electrification or energyrelated technology for member
agency municipal operations or
community services

The discussion of proposal goals and
objectives is incomplete. There is little
explanation of how proposal objectives
will be achieved.

Applicant does not discuss project
goals and objectives are not included.
There is no explanation of how
proposal objectives will be achieved.

Score

